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Abstract

The paper is an attempt to describe the role of Quality Policy and private sector to create and develop traditional Polish products. The author analyzed the meaning of PDO, PGI and TSG in Poland and showed that the initiative is an efficient method of involving local communities in the process of co-deciding the direction and implementation of a conception for the development of their rural areas. Perhaps initiative is an important way to the revitalization and transformation of the Polish village. The article attempts to present the current state and development possibilities of the traditional and regional food market in Poland. It describes legal regulations allowing registration and protection of these kinds of products in Poland and the European Union, it also defines the terms of PDO, PGI and TSG. It indicates past and future potential dangers resulting from the initial phase of creation of niche food market in Poland.
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Introduction

Measures developed within Common Agricultural Policy and within EU food safety policy have, since the early 90s, contributed to the reorientation of the hitherto perception of the role and directions of rural development and food production, especially as to the scale of this production and product quality delivered to the consumer through the whole food chain ‘from farm to fork’. The problems resulting from earlier actions taken between 1960s-1980s within the Community contributed inter alia to: overproduction of food (especially industrial), instead of orientation towards the self-sufficiency goal, increasingly higher costs of subsidies, and the numerous food scares due to marketing products infected with diseases (foot and mouth disease, BSE, dioxins, etc).

Moreover, disadvantageous structural and demographic changes in rural areas, resulting e.g. from depopulation, migrations from villages, small density and geographic dispersion revealed environmental, social and economic problems of rural areas, which are currently inhabited by more than 56% of EU population. Furthermore, critical opinions on the hitherto actions of the EU institutions allowed for providing more active help to those areas – which are a vast reservoir of human, capital and natural resources, not always used effectively and to the fullest possible extent. Reforms introduced in these areas have been reinforced by the specific nature and level (or lack) of profitability of agricultural production, declining living conditions of rural population versus urban population, as well as agrarian situation. Rural areas, while being food providers to urban areas, featured worse technical and technological infrastructure of, e.g., services, worse level of education of inhabitants, poorer job conditions, and worse living standards. Due to these reasons changes were instituted aiming at, e.g., improving, or rather making up for, or eliminating, huge disparities between employment and living conditions of rural and urban populations. Undertaken initiatives are of a horizontal and multi-dimensional character; they take account of not only economic domain of life, but also the social, cultural and environmental ones.

It is worth here to recollect solutions concerning the improvement of conditions and ways of agricultural producers’ competition in the internal market of the EU and internationally, and related to high-quality traditional and regional products. EU-27 is one of the largest areas of food production and consumption in the world. Its market accounts for over 500 mln consumers living mainly in highly developed countries. This situation creates variable needs of the consumers, and drives the producers to change and satisfy the client, especially in the terms of food production in rural areas (which account for approx. 90% of the EU territory).
Thanks to quality policy, in the early 90s solutions were suggested in the EU, which, through relevant instruments, provide for an alternative and counterbalance for industrial highly processed products. EU quality policy focuses on the creation of optimum conditions for traditional and regional products, and indirectly for their producers, too. It provides for a competitive counterbalance in the world market, and guarantees safety of consumption to the consumers, in accordance with relevant quality standards and protection system, certification and control of products bearing geographical indications and those produced according to a traditional recipe.

Using France’s several-decades experience in the field of the oldest official indications which guarantee quality of food, a system of protection has been worked out, involving certification control and promotion of products manufactured within a given area (a sort of culinary guarantees). Moreover, indications were introduced to certify that a given product conforms to its specification (as e.g. in the case of wines and alcoholic beverages). Furthermore, to protect culinary heritage, the Community has taken actions providing for protection and promotion of genuine specialties bearing PGI, PDO and TSG marks, and which could never, due to objective assumptions resulting from the process of their production, compete with mass industrial offer. An idea came into being which, rather than promoting the manufacturing of huge numbers of homogenous and conventional foods, promotes specific products which are exceptional due to unique features of a given region and almost forgotten methods of production, traditional recipes. Moreover, the system in question provides for legal protection of these unique products against unfair competition (falsification, or counterfeit products) sold at relatively lower prices than originals and in this way generating income from unfair practices. On the one hand, the instituted system gives legal protection to high quality, exceptional agri-food products originating from and specific to a given region, distinguished for their method of production (usually long, traditional manual production), and on the other hand it enables the farmers (e.g. small, family farms) to compete in a saturated food market, not only in Europe. Moreover, the system reinforces cooperation among the producers of the same food-product within the region, contributing to improvement of their economic strength, as well as provides for an opportunity for income diversification while engaging in non-agricultural activities. At the same time the consumers have better access to products having unique sensorial (organoleptic) characteristics (via certification and special labels), the demand for which has been growing steadily year after year.

Research problem and relevance

Rural areas of the European Union are inhabited by over 56% of the total population and account for 90% of the EU territory. In Poland rural areas are inhabited by 38.6% of the total population. Polish farms are geographically scattered, they feature disadvantageous agrarian structure as well as poor economic strength, especially as far as small farms are concerned. Moreover, overt and covert unemployment, insufficient availability of modern farm machinery and devices as well as low level of farmers’ education together with a slow pace of farm modernization, decrease the possibility of broader development of non-agricultural activities as an alternative source of income for surplus population of rural areas (Duczkowska-Malyż, 2007). In addition, a traditional Polish rural family is a multi-generation social unit, and farm households include 5 or more persons, accounting for 24.5% of all rural households. Villages in Poland are quite scattered in terms of geography, and feature poor infrastructure and poor availability of services and social gathering places, e.g. cultural centres or educational establishments. However, a demographic asset of rural areas is undoubtedly the average age of a rural dweller – approx. 35. Apart from a number of negative characteristics of this area there are also numerous advantages that should be employed by the local population for accelerating the dynamics of rural areas development. An alternative includes a development of a market for traditional and regional products, not only those with PDO, PGI and TSG marks, but also other products listed in the MARD List of Traditional Products. The issue of traditional and regional foodstuffs is a new domain, resulting from Poland’s accession to the European Union in 2004. Due to this fact it is worth to get acquainted with hitherto difficulties and experience of Poland in the area of developing the market for these high-quality products and their influence on more dynamic and sustainable development of rural areas.

Research subject

EU-27 is one of the biggest areas of foodstuffs production and consumption worldwide. Its market includes over 500 mln. consumers living in highly developed and developing countries. This results in constantly changing needs, both in terms of quality and quantity, and as regards both consumers and pro-

2 AOC (the oldest French Mark: Appellation Origine Contrôlée) has been in use since 1935 r. See: Winawer Z. (2005): Francuskie oznaczenia jakości wewnetrznych a system europejski. [w:] O produktach tradytyjnych i regionalnych. Mowiąc o polskie realia. Fundacja Fundusz Współpracy. Warszawa, s.159
ducers. Rural areas and safety and quality of foodstuffs offered on the market play a major role in the satisfaction of these needs. These areas are a huge reservoir of human resources, capital and natural resources. Their potential is, however, not used to the fullest extent. Reforms of the rural areas were forced by the special character and the level (or lack) of profitability of agricultural production, declining living conditions of rural inhabitants versus urban inhabitants, and deteriorating agrarian situation. Rural areas, which in Poland also serve as a base of food supplies for urban areas, featured worse technical and technological infrastructure of e.g. services, lower level of education of inhabitants, poorer working and living conditions. For these reasons changes introduced within the framework of Common Agricultural Policy were also targeted at quality and food safety policy, so that conditions be created for a better use of these resources and for their competitiveness in the world market – by means of products having more and more added value. These include PDO, PGI and TSG foodstuffs.

Research aim

The aim of the study is to present the role and importance of traditional and regional foodstuffs in the concept of rural development in Poland – the EU Member State. The scope of the analysis includes hitherto experience of Poland in this area against the background of the leading Member States in terms of registration of high quality traditional and regional products in the EU. Moreover, one of the ways of farm income diversification was shown, along with the example of interaction between the sector of agriculture and that of business, local communities and public authorities, taking account of activities undertaken in the rural areas. Attention was also paid to the integrated approach of the EC quality policy in terms of educating communities, reviving rural communities, care for the preservation of local cultural heritage of the rural areas, development of a catalogue of ancient skills and interests of rural inhabitants, and targeting actions at tourism development, etc.

Research objectives

At the first stage of the study a review was done of the reference literature concerning the status and role of food quality policy and the system of traditional and regional foodstuffs protection in the EU. Essential keywords were defined based on the legislative provisions in force. At the next stage a reference was made to the current situation and the importance of the above-mentioned products for the development of rural areas in Poland, taking account of economic aspects and advantages to be enjoyed by EU Member States which are leaders in the registration of their products as PDO, PGI and TSG in the European Union.

Research methods

Essential reference literature was used in the scope of the research subject, including: Rural Development Programme for 2007-2013, European Commission publications, FAPA publications, MARD reports, bulletins and magazines focused on PDO, PGI and TSG issues and information available on the internet. The author of the analysis has used descriptive and comparative method of research – with factographic material groupings.

Theoretical framework of the research – the system for protecting regional and traditional food products

The European system of registration and protection of high-quality traditional and regional food products evolved gradually. It was launched in 1992; however, first legal regulations to this end had not entered into force until July 14, 1994. Let me once again underline that food quality policy takes account of actions aiming at providing the consumer with original, repeatable and safe agri-food products, and guarantees conditions for producers to responsibly operate in the market by making them liable for the quality of the goods offered for sale. While elaborating on the EU system of protection of designations of agri-food products one must elaborate on two legislative acts; the first one is Council Regulation (EC) 510/2006 of 20 March 2006 on the protection of geographical indications and designations of origin of agricultural and food product, and the second one is Council Regulation (EC) 509/2006 of 20 March 2006 on agricultural products and foodstuffs as traditional specialties guaranteed. Pursuant to Council Regulation (EC) 510/2006 we discuss topics concerning Protected Designation of Origin and Protected Geographical Indication, which relate to the regional products, while pursuant to Council Regulation (EC) 509/2006 we are acquainted with the special requirements concerning Traditional Specialty Guaranteed as a traditional product. Under the name of Protected

3 Earlier: Council Regulation 2081/92/EEC and Council Regulation 2082/92/EEC.
Designation of Origin—PDO, we can have an agricultural or food product, with a designated name of a region or a specific place, or, exceptionally, the name of a state, which is used to describe a product originating from this region, specific place or state. It is important that the quality or characteristics of a given product are mainly or exclusively related to that specific geographical setting including certain genuine natural and human conditions. **The manufacturing, processing and preparation of the product should take place in the so-called geographical area.**

Another label which can be given to a product is Protected Geographical Indication (PGI). Products labelled with this mark include foodstuffs and agricultural products, the name of which indicates the name of a region, a specific place or, exceptionally, a state, in which a given product is manufactured. Such a product should feature exceptional, particular and specific quality, recipe and fame. Among others, it can have other qualities relating to its geographical origin, especially those resulting from natural conditions such as climate, landscape, fauna and flora or the manner and tradition of manufacturing. ‘Geographical setting’ is understood as natural or human setting, including climate, water, soil quality or local know-how. The most important difference between the above mentioned two marks is vested in the degree of relationship of a given product with the place of origin. Protected designations of origin are applied to natural and regional food products which are very closely related to a given geographical area, and the production of ingredients as well as the whole processing until the end product must take place in the defined area. The third mark to be granted by the EU to a product is Traditional Specialty Guaranteed—TSG. This mark is given to an agricultural product or food article which has a feature or a set of features distinguishing it from other products of the same category. The name of a product must express its specific character, resulting from a traditional recipe (ingredients), the manner of production or processing relating to and reflecting traditional methods. Thus, products may be produced in the whole country (in Poland as well) based on old, historical recipes. By saying that a given name has a ‘special character’ we mean features or set of features which clearly distinguish the product from other similar products of the same category. However, the presentation of a product is not treated as a distinguishing feature. Special (traditional) character must not be limited to quality or ingredients or the manner of production established in the EU law, national legislation or the norms set up by standardization bodies.

Another label which can be given to a product is Guaranteed Traditional Origin. This mark is given to an agricultural product or food article which has a feature or a set of features distinguishing it from other products of the same category. The name of a product must express its specific character, resulting from a traditional recipe (ingredients), the manner of production or processing relating to and reflecting traditional methods. Thus, products may be produced in the whole country (in Poland as well) based on old, historical recipes. By saying that a given name has a ‘special character’ we mean features or set of features which clearly distinguish the product from other similar products of the same category. However, the presentation of a product is not treated as a distinguishing feature. Special (traditional) character must not be limited to quality or ingredients or the manner of production established in the EU law, national legislation or the norms set up by standardization bodies.

**Fig. 1. Types of labels for regional and traditional EU products**

Source: MARD (20.09.2009)

### Regional and traditional products in Poland

The system for protecting high-quality traditional and regional food products is regulated by the EU law. Moreover, it prevails over various quality systems and promotion of exceptional products nationally. For example, Poland, following accession to the EU, launched a scheme called ‘Quality Tradition’, while France has for a long time had its Label Rouge, Certification de Conformité, and Germany has ‘Original Thüringer Qualität’ label, etc. The accession of Poland to the EU in 2004 forced Polish MARD to officially publish a List of Traditional Products (LPT), following Italian example. The publication of LPT is aimed at, among others: identifying products forgotten but characteristic of a given region of Poland, which are original because of their recipes, traditional method of production, processing or storage. Another aim was to allow producers for proper preparation and documentation of an application for registering a given agricultural product, food article or alcoholic beverage at the EU level as PDO, PGI or TSG. In addition, possibilities were created for further...
her application for certain veterinary or sanitary derogations while producing the above mentioned products, as well as influencing social and economic condition of rural development, etc.

On the one hand, The List of Traditional Products provides an opportunity (but not requirement) to participate in registration procedure for products which shall apply for EU labeling, and on the other hand, is a distinguishable feature of all the products on the Polish market, which shall not apply for further qualification and are unique. For a product to be listed a dossier has to be presented certifying the history of at least 25 years of existence of the product, its production or origin. Currently there are 681 products listed, and MARD has been waiting for several dozens new products to be listed. Products on the list are classified into 10 categories: cheeses and other dairy products, fresh meat and meat products; fishery products, including fish; nuts, seeds, cereals, vegetables and fruit (processed or not); bakery and confectionery products; oils and fats; honeys; ready meals and dishes; beverages (alcoholic and non-alcoholic) and other products. ‘Other products’ category includes products not categorized in the former categories but listed in Annex 1 to the Treaty Establishing European Community, in Annexes to Council Regulations No. 2081/92 and 2082/92 (as amended, repealed by Council Regulations (EC) No. 509/2006 and 510/2006).

A product listed in LPT is defined as ‘a traditional food product, i.e. agricultural product or food article or alcoholic beverage, the quality or exceptional features and characteristics of which result from the use of traditional production methods, i.e. methods in use for at least 25 years, and moreover, products which contribute to the identity of a given region.’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item/province</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dolnoslaskie</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dolnoslasko - pomorskie</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lubelskie</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lodske</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lodzkie</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malopolskie</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mazowieckie</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opolskie</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>podkarpackie</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>podlaskie</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pomorskie</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sazchodopomorskie</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slaskie</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slasko - pomorskie</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wielkopolskie</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Thus, while discussing traditional products we mean only those products registered in the EU as TSG, and regional products registered as PDO and PGI, pursuant to the EU regulations, or those applying for registration in the EU system (they are subject to temporary national protection). Also, products listed in LPT may be colloquially referred to as traditional or regional products. It is worth to mention here that a product listed in LPT does not need to apply for registration in the European Commission. Experience of other countries enjoying their own food quality and protection systems, e.g. France, Italy, Spain, shows that several thousands or hundreds of food products characteristic of a given region and produced according to traditional recipes and methods may be registered within such systems, while only a few or a dozen, or exceptionally a few dozens of these are protected by the EU as PDO, PGI or TSG.

The case of Poland is similar. Notwithstanding the fact that the first product was registered by the EC in 2007 (Poland has registered 12 products at the present), subsequent products apply for registration while they are not listed in LPT, e.g. kabanosy (lunchon sausages), jalowcowa (juniper scented dried sausage), mysliwska (hunter’s dried sausage) (Table 2).
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Registered</th>
<th>Pending registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDO</td>
<td>Bryndza Podhalanska cheese, Oscypek cheese</td>
<td>Zamorski carp, Wrazawska beans, Pieknj Jas z Doliny Dunajca beans, Sejnszczyzna honey, Lozdzia honey, Drahimski honey, Podkarpacki honey-dew honey, Redykolla cheese, Szydlowska plum, nadwisłanka sour cherry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGI</td>
<td>Bory Dolnoslaskie heather honey, Wielkopolski fried cheese, Andruty kaliskie wafers, St. Martin's crescent roll</td>
<td>Pradnicki bread, Korczynska beans, Grojeckie apples, Kocicz slaski pie, Lackie apples, lisiwicka sausage, kupertowski honey, Obwarzanek Krakowski (Cracow bagel), Suska Sechlońska dried and cured plum, kaszubskaya strawberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSG</td>
<td>Meads: Poltorak, Dwojniak, Trojnick, Czworniak, Camelina oil, Pierekaczewniki</td>
<td>Luncheon sausages (Kabanosy), jowowiec (juniper scented dried sausage), mysliwska (hunter’s dried sausage), Pierekaczewniki Tartars’ pie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own studies.

Economic importance of quality traditional and regional products in selected EU member states – research results

While analyzing basic reference literature in the scope of economic benefits to be enjoyed by PGI, PDO and TSG products in the EU one can draw a conclusion that regional products account for approx. 10% of agri-food production in Europe. Due to professional marketing and advertising this share can increase to 15% within the next few years. Leaders in this respect include producers from Italy, France, Spain, Greece and Portugal. At the end of September 2009 a total of 848 products were registered, including 462 as PDOs, 386 as PGIs and 22 as TSGs. Accession of ten new member states to the European Community, including Poland, in 2004, opened for them a way to apply for registration and protection of original, natural food within quality policy. It turns out that not only Poland, but also the Czech Republic is extremely active as far as such actions are concerned. Products may be registered in 13 categories, but the most frequent categories include: fruit, vegetables and cereals (204), cheeses (179) including cured cheeses, ripened cheeses, blue cheeses or cheese spreads, also meat products, fresh meat and giblets (98 and 113), oils and fats/olive oil (107); table oils; breads, pasta, cakes and beer.

Advantages enjoyed by producers – entrepreneurs but also farms – of traditional and regional products covered with protection of the EU legislation imply that choosing this type of production might prove quite profitable in the future, also to Polish producers, although one should not forget other stakeholders within the industry, namely wholesalers, retailers, hotels, restaurants, catering service providers and other entities related to e.g. HoReCa.

To give an example – the turnover value of Italian PDO/PGI products in 2002 reached almost EUR 7,773 bln accounting for approx. 7% of the total value of agricultural production in Italy. The biggest share of this value (accounting for a total of approx. 65%), is taken by the following products: Prosciutto di Parma, Prosciutto di San Daniele, Grana padano and Parmiggiano Reggiano. Assuming that the turnover value of PDO and PGI regional products is 100%, then cheeses account for 58.1%, and meat products account for 39.7%. As for olive oil, fruit and vegetables and other products, none of them separately exceed 1%. The majority of Italian production of regional products labeled with PDO and PGI is scattered in terms of geographical location. This is chiefly a small scale production pursued by small local firms or farms, e.g. tourist farms. Unfortunately small scale production of some articles is a certain significant difficulty as regards broader export as well as the existing sales structure.

In 2003 the total turnover value of PDO and PGI labeled products in France was estimated at EUR 3.15 bln. The production accounted for, directly, from 53 to 65 th. jobs. The production of the above mentioned products kept over 21000 producers busy, along with 765 processing plants and more than 25000 distributors, wholesalers, etc. France is world renowned producer of various cheeses (Comte, Roquefort, Cantal and Reblochon) or wines.

In Spain, like in other countries, quality regional products are produced in various areas of the country and on various scale. Despite this, the turno-
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ver value of PDO and PGI labeled products amounted to EUR 542.6 bln in 2002 and was the biggest within the sector of processed meat products (i.e. ham, other meat products and preparations) and cheeses. For as for Portuguese market for regional quality products, the last decade has brought a dynamic increase in the value of the total turnover, which in 2003 amounted to EUR 70.09 bln. Fruit sector was the biggest one in terms of the turnover of quality regional products (EUR 38 mln.), followed by cheese sector (EUR 12.39 mln.), beef, olive oil, meat products and mutton (interchangeably), honey and goat meat. The lion’s share of these products is consumed within the state, most of regional food (beef, goat meat, processed meat) are not exported outside the region of production. However, as much as 86% fruit produced in 2003 was exported, which might justify an opinion that this very sector relies heavily on international trade.

As underlined by Vinaver et al., referring to the calculations of Nomisma Institute ‘... disparities in the sales value of particular products are enormous. As an example, the annual amount generated by the sales of as much as 50% of registered products is lower than EUR 5 mln; five biggest producers of cold meats and cheeses sell approx. 90% of all the products of the sector.’ What is important, the sales value of the products concerned grows approx. by 5-8% year by year. In Great Britain approx. 65% of traditional and regional food products were sold on local markets and 33% on national market, while the remaining 2% were exported. The value of these products was estimated at GBP 3.75 mln. and accounted for nearly 6% of the value of British turnover of food products.

Traditional and regional products in Poland – market development possibilities

In Poland, like in other new Member States of the EU, the traditional and regional food market is only being established. In the European Union the products in question are an important element of production diversification, not only in the case of farmers. They are an important source of income for local populations, they influence economic development of rural areas, they help preserve and create new jobs (job activation) in production, processing as well as distribution of the products. They prevent depopulation of rural areas, and thanks to dissemination of knowledge of the goods concerned they are an attractive way of (rural) tourism promotion in the region concerned and they help establish powerful brands which are recognizable worldwide.

In Poland the production of the products concerned is perceived as an opportunity to stimulate rural areas, although Polish agriculture is still notorious for its very low productivity, fragmentation of farms, ineffective use of manpower, relatively low level of farmers’ education and equipment in farm devices and machinery, which is usually outdated and its value has long ago depreciated. Although the conditions in which we must modernize and restructure our agricultural sector are quite specific, positive trends, taking account of multifunctional and sustainable development, are already observable. Considering a low level of farm specialization, underinvestment, fragmentation and poor competitiveness of production, an opportunity is sought in diversification of farm activities toward income diversification, especially non-agricultural income, e.g. tourism, packaging, small scale processing, trade, advisory services, alternative services, handicraft, etc. As an alternative one should bring niche activities into attention, such as organic production or integrated production, as well as the production of quality traditional and/or regional food. There is a chance for diversified activity in rural areas (especially peripheral areas, or LAs) to strengthen economically the farms and enable local population to become more active in the fields of identifying themselves with rural culture and tradition of their home region. It is hoped that agricultural production shall increase its added value in the future. The aim is that a product undergo (as much as possible) at least a simple processing into a half-processed good or final good, e.g. jams, cheeses, butter, bread, processed goods, and ready-made dishes, etc. and not be sold, like now, as a raw material – which is the reason for its relatively lower real price. An equally important aspect of sustainable rural development in Poland is, apart from economic functions and good conditions for social development, the role of the rural areas in the preservation and revitalization of landscape values and natural resources, i.e. preservation of good environmental condition of waters and soils, diversity of habitats and biodiversity of fauna and flora, as well as cultural heritage of rural areas and revitalization of social bonds.

We must remember that an analysis of the market of traditional/regional products in its current shape is quite constrained. On the one hand, producers, and most of all, individual producers, are not willing
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to share economic information (e.g. concerning annual production volume, average price of product sold, cost of production, number of staff employed in production, or types of marketing strategies used (if any), etc.) in the scope of problems concerning products that are usually produced at home, occasionally, during the season. On the other hand, consumers interpret the notion "traditional" or "regional" quite individually, they might not know the exact definition, and they might not be able to objectively tell the difference between an original product and a counterfeit. Thus, these terms are usually identified intuitively with such expressions as: 'produced according to a traditional recipe', 'regional', 'grandma's or grandpa's', 'home made', 'traditional', 'rural', 'old Polish', etc. Products labeled with such expressions are positively associated by consumers. Thanks to this emotional assessment they immediately gain a comparative advantage in terms of marketing. This situation, i.e. lack of knowledge about difference between PGI, PDO, TSG products and 'traditional', etc. labeled products, must be changed and efforts must be made to educate consumers towards informed choice.

This problem is addressed by means of national and local actions, e.g. advertisement campaigns, TV commercials, radio broadcasts aiming at dissemination of knowledge about the advantages and on the very existence of original traditional and regional food in Poland. Moreover, Polish consumers have hitherto been acquainted with food quality marks during campaign 'Originality Protected'. Hundreds of authentic foods are already identifiable in Poland thanks to a contest 'Our Culinary Heritage' held since 2000. Various schemes are implemented by MARD, Agricultural Market Agency, ARMA, Extension Centers, local animators, foundations, associations, Association of Provinces, Polish Chamber of Regional and Local Products, etc. Promotion of products has become a permanent event organized as a tourist attraction such as a day of ...(certain product), culinary route, fair, various folklore events. Events are organized at the level of provinces, powiats, gminas and in smaller localities, which show abundance and bounty of cultural heritage, including culinary heritage of local communities. These events are held in cycles or as individual events and are related not only with food, but also with e.g. handicraft, which also gives potential for creating bonds of a given food product with a given region, which contributes to developing a complete tourist product.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected aspects of operation of traditional and regional products' market in Poland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- no mandatory registration of business for agricultural raw materials (quotas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- culinary heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- information in mass media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- direct sale of goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- awareness of higher price of the goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- products and their producers are no more anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- product quality - unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- consumer connotations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- top trends: tradition and 'back to the roots' trend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- growing interest of consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- governmental support schemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Development opportunities

- activating joint creation of local initiatives
- alternative source of fair income
- for farms, micro and small firms
- for local community, job market, local activities groups
- integral element in the development of an attractive tourist product
- possibility of applying for veterinary, sanitary or hygienic derogations from production requirements
- niche market
- certification, protection against counterfeit
- profitability of production, trading activities
- initial stage of market development
- growing demand
- funds/measures in the framework of PROW 2007-2013
- implementation of “Quality Tradition” system

### Risks for further operations

- legal and administrative obstacles
- less and less support from public administration institutions
- scale of “green zone”
- initial stage of developing a system for product control
- lack of products in shops
- lack of development strategy at governmental and local levels
- lack of training and advisory system for producers on tax law, veterinary, hygienic and sanitary provisions concerning business and marketing actions
- lack of support for product development
- time
- economic factors
- individual actions rather than integration
- lack of knowledge on product identification

Source: own studies.

In the recent decade, especially more intensively after joining the EU, Poland has been trying to revitalize and develop the identity of ‘rural homeland’ – a heritage quickly forgotten by those migrating to big cities in order to seek a job or better living conditions. All currently undertaken initiatives (social and cultural, recreation and sports initiatives) serve promotion of rural areas, including dissemination and preservation of natural and historical heritage, tradition, art and culture, e.g. through Leader Axis 4 in RDP 2007-13. They shape public domain and are a strong asset in identifying original traditional products by consumers (referred to as ‘bastions of tradition’). By organization of training, workshops, meetings, courses, fairs, contests, product days, local craftsmanship is promoted, local tradition is cherished (rites and customs, vernacular language) skills and handicraft are protected from being forgotten by demonstrating how to produce regional specialties. Various shows, presentations, expositions display products, the recipes of which have been forgotten, creating an opportunity to taste and purchase them. Such meetings are a reminder of a different culinary culture, of making products based on herbs collected in nearby forests, meadows and grounds, including fungi, berries, grasses, etc. Preservation of local cultural and historical heritage through reconstruction, renewal and labeling of various architectural sites, recording of local ancient buildings, equipping local museums, village clubs, initiating the marketing of products and services based on local resources – thanks to all these actions farmers, rural communities, small family businesses and other village dwellers feel needed, while they can profit from market economy at the same time.

In such an attractive way tourism may develop in the region. In addition, entrepreneurial behaviors of rural inhabitants are encouraged through the establishment or modernization of local tourist database, catering database, small business services, creation of interesting websites, preparation and publication of folders, catalogues, maps, cookbooks, albums, culinary guides (concerning e.g. cakes, curd cheeses, cold cuts, wine, meads, ancient ways of bread making, curing of meat), calendars and other publications concerning traditional and regional food.

In addition, by means of construction, reconstruction or labeling of tourist landscape structures (viewpoints, recreation sites, barbecue sites, ski-routes, water-routes, bike routes, horse-ride routes, wandering routes or educational routes), or by means of preservation, revitalization, protection or labeling of valuable local landscape and natural heritage (including Natura 2000 sites) a tourist product is created, which might be an interesting offer to everybody, including adventurers, or gourmets craving for refined tastes of local cuisine – which are available especially in rural areas.
Table 4
Selected factors concerning economic operations of a producer of traditional and regional products in Poland (PEST analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>political and legislative</th>
<th>economic and demographic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- food safety legislation</td>
<td>- economic crises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- heath provisions</td>
<td>- tax policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- environmental provisions</td>
<td>- monetary policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- lobbying</td>
<td>- consumption expenses and social demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- production quotas</td>
<td>- foreign currency exchange rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- EU schemes</td>
<td>- income level and structure and income distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- protection of employees</td>
<td>- demographic changes (market segmentation, e.g. aging society)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- market position and market competitiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- production effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social and cultural</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- consumer preferences</td>
<td>- time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- life style of particular social groups</td>
<td>- innovativeness and technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- social education</td>
<td>- new products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- consumer awareness</td>
<td>- access to information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- integration</td>
<td>- financial aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- role of advertising, PR, marketing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- social, national bonds, customs and tradition, system of values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own studies.

It is to be remembered that a lot of Polish regions, like in the case of EU-27, feature a typically rural character. This is the rural sector with which many business entities are related. Agriculture is the sector within which over 2.7 mln farms operate due to family traditions and hereditary management traditions. These farms focus on extensive variety of production. The farms differ from one another in the degree of being active on the market (in terms of production volume). A lion’s share of farms features small economic potential, which only allows for so-called subsistence production, although any surplus production may be sold on the market. At certain farms the production is withheld for various reasons (especially economic reasons), suspended temporarily or pursued only for the needs of the farm. It is these farms that may become more viable thanks to the production of traditional or regional products, assuming that the managers of these farms are willing to take a chance. The third group of farms is the farms focused on market production, featuring a high degree of specialization, the real businesses. The number of such farms is still too small. Having regard to these entities, especially to their structure and hitherto production scale, one might assume that, in the case of traditional and regional foods, they will become a reliable and equivalent trade partner for distribution networks or for the consumer.

Conclusions

Traditional or regional products registered or pending registration as PDO, PGI or TSG are regarded as a ‘novelty’ on the Polish market. The position of the majority of these products is well established in terms of brand, especially local brand. They are sometimes well-known within a region, e.g. Kalisz wafers, St. Martin’s crescent rolls, Cracow bagel, Oscypek smoked cheese, Vistula sour cherry, heather honey from Lower Silesia Forest, etc. However, the majority of these products are not widely known in Poland – they are known only locally. Thanks to consumers’ needs and attitudes the current or future market position of these goods, as e.g. luxury foods, or foods associated with prestige and quality cuisine, may undoubtedly accelerate their production dynamics.

Very often while buying foodstuffs the consumers take account of health benefits, natural environment of production, quality and organoleptic features rather than economic concerns, albeit the latter are still important. It is very important to create positive connotations with a given product and its manufacturing tradition rather than with a price. It is also important that consumers are willing to pay more for this quality product, because they are aware of the value (in their opinions) they purchase with the product concerned. A lot of consumers assess a product’s quality by how much it costs. Because of this, one should
skilfully use all the tools available to properly position those foods on the market — through the synergy effect — and to get the most out of it at the same time. An old principle saying that ‘the art is not to produce, but to sell with profit’ also applies to the sector of traditional and regional products.

In Poland, like in other EU Member States, one can see the respect for and high market position of these exceptional products. The production of these products involves the whole technical infrastructure of the producers, contributes to the retention (and creation) of jobs, which require skilled and honest workers. Moreover, the production of these products is based on the use of natural resources as well as various skill-requiring production techniques. The production of traditional and regional products contributes to communities’ integration, cherishes target partnerships which result in better focused production planning, which takes account of market needs, or even anticipates them, and helps decrease the costs related to supplies and marketing.

The rules and tendencies of consumer behavior are particularly important in the construction of marketing instruments – from the development of a new product to a planned distribution strategy, setting the price and promotion. The knowledge of consumer preferences and needs is vital when making decision concerning the marketing of new products, especially in the niche market.

The EU system for protection of quality foodstuffs by means of PDO, PGI and TSG marks is an opportunity for Polish producers to distinguish their products from the flood of mass and conventional production. It is hoped that Poland shall, in the near future, also have a leading position, next to France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece or Germany, in the marketing of these products, which, due to their variety and bounty of culinary or natural traditions, are meant to promote and protect national heritage. Through adequate promotion of the diversity of traditional and regional products, and through intentional education of consumers and adequate marketing strategies, it is possible to build up product brands and in this way to show a positive image of Poland and its exceptional products on the market — through the synergy effect — and to get the most out of it at the same time. An old principle saying that ‘the art is not to produce, but to sell with profit’ also applies to the sector of traditional and regional products.
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**Tadzinių ir regioninių maisto produktų vaidmuo Lenkijos kaimo plėtroje**  

Santrauka  


Šiuo straipsniu siekiama identifikuoti privataus ir viešojo sektoriaus (ypač savivaldybių, vietos institucijų ir vietinių organizacijų, gamintojų) vaidmenį kurydant ir plėtojant tradicinius/regioninius maisto produktus. Pasitelkiant mokslinės ir techninės pagalbos darbuotojus, atlikti du matavimai, kiekvienas iš jų atlikus 2007 m. rugpjūčio-žaibos m., laikant tiesioginių ir individinių nuorodų analizę. Žinoma, kad regioniniai produktai dar formuojasi. Žinoma, kad iniciatyva yra efektyvus metodas įtraukti išorinius produktus ES sistemoje ir juos registruoti. 

**Tradicinių ir regioninių produktų klausimas Lenkijoje**  


Šiuo straipsniu siekiama identifikuoti privataus ir viešojo sektoriaus (ypač savivaldybių, vietos institucijų ir vietinių organizacijų, gamintojų) vaidmenį kurydant ir plėtojant tradicinius/regioninius maisto produktus. Pasitelkiant mokslinės ir techninės pagalbos darbuotojus, atlikti du matavimai, kiekvienas iš jų atlikus 2007 m. rugpjūčio-žaibos m., laikant tiesioginių ir individinių nuorodų analizę. Žinoma, kad iniciatyva yra efektyvus metodas įtraukti išorinius produktus ES sistemoje ir juos registruoti.
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